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PRE-WRITING 
 
In comparison paragraphs and essays, the similarities between specific elements, aspects, or 
factors of two subjects are discussed, while contrast writing discusses differences. A 
compare-and-contrast essay evaluates two subjects by comparing them, contrasting them, or 
both. Take a moment to look at these images: 

 
EXERCISE 1 EXERCISE 2 
Draw a line to match the adjective Find the noun and adverb forms of these 
with its dependent preposition. adjectives. Use a dictionary if necessary. 

 
a) similar as a) similar _________ _________ 

b) different to b) different _________ _________ 

c) the same from c) comparable _________ _________ 

d) darker than d) contrasting _________ _________ 

 

EXERCISE 3 
Work with a partner to discuss these three points. 

● These images are similar in many ways. Can you list five similarities? 
● Now, look at the differences between these two pictures in terms of gender, social 

class, wealth, beauty, ethnicity, fashion, and age. 
● How does seeing these images together affect how you see each of them individually? 
● Write a short paragraph that explains how they are similar and how they are different. 
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Brainstorming with a Venn diagram 
One way that you can brainstorm a topic for comparison and contrast writing is to use a Venn 
diagram (see circles below). In the place where the circles overlap, you can list the similarities, 
but in the separate spaces, write only words or phrases that specific or unique to that topic 
 
 
EXERCISE 4 
Imagine that you are going to write a compare-and-contrast essay about two types of 
transportation: a bike and a car. Use the Venn diagram below to list the similarities and 
differences between them. 
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Outlining: How to outline a paragraph 
For an essay question on a test or a brief oral presentation in class, all you may need to prepare 
is a short, informal outline in which you write down key ideas in the order you will present them. 
However, for a longer assignment, like an essay or a research paper, many college instructors 
require students to turn in a formal outline before writing the first draft. An outline is basically a 
well-organized list. This helps your instructor to be sure you are on the right path and are 
working in an organized way. A formal outline uses letters and numbers. It also uses indents. 
 
Let’s start by outlining a paragraph. Here’s the basic structure: 
 

I. Topic sentence: (Write a full sentence here) 
A. Supporting point 

1. Supporting detail about that point. 
a. even more detail about that detail. 

2. Supporting detail 
B. Supporting point 

1. Supporting detail 
a. even more detail about that detail 
b. even more detail about that detail 

2. Supporting detail 
3. Supporting detail 

C. Supporting point 
1. Supporting detail  

Concluding Sentence: (Write a full sentence here. Remember to sum up, 
restate the main idea, and add something for the reader to either consider more 
deeply or help them understand where you’re writing is going next.) 

 
Remember, you may not have three main points or three supporting details about each of those 
points, but you can still use this basic structure. Simply include a new outline level for each main 
point that you have. Then each main point will have its own set of supporting details. 
 
EXERCISE 5 
A. Read the paragraph below, then complete the outline that follows. 
 

London and Washington D.C. have similarities and differences in living standards and 
cultural diversity. Both cities share a very expensive cost of living in terms of housing. A 
downtown one-bedroom apartment in DC can easily cost $1,800 per month, and a similar “flat” 
in London may double that amount. These high costs create socioeconomic differences among 
the residents. Although both cities’ residents are predominantly wealthy, both cities have a 
significantly large population of poor and homeless. Perhaps the most significant difference is 
the racial diversity. Washington, DC, is a “minority majority” city, which means the majority of 
its citizens are races other than white. In 2009, according to the US Census, 55 percent of DC 
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residents were classified as “Black or African American” and 35 percent of its residents were 
classified as “white.” London, by contrast, has very few minorities. In 2006, 70 percent of its 
population was “white,” while only 10 percent was “black.” Though the cost of these cities is 
high, the racial differences between the cities is what makes them feel different. 

 
B. Use these phrases to complete the outline for this paragraph 
below. 
 

● London has few minorities 
● Washington DC has more minorities 
● 55% “black” and 35% “white” 
● Most residents are wealthy, but there are many poor 

and homeless 
● Differences in racial diversity 
● High costs lead to socio-economic differences 
● High cost of housing 
● DC apartments cost $1,800 a month; a “flat” in London 

is twice. 
● 70% “white” and 10% “black” 
● Similarities in living Standards 

 
I. Topic sentence: London and Washington, D.C. have similarities and differences in cost of 
living and cultural diversity. 

A. ______________________________________________________ 

1. __________________________________________________________ 

a. _____________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________________ 

a. _____________________________________________________ 

B.  _______________________________________________________  

1. __________________________________________________________ 

a. ____________________________________________________ 

2. __________________________________________________________ 

a. _____________________________________________________ 

Concluding sentence: Though the cost of these cities is high, the racial differences between the 
cities is what makes them feel different. 
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WHAT IS COMPARISON AND CONTRAST WRITING? 
Comparison and contrast writing is a great way to evaluate a topic especially when making a 
choice between two things. In order to make an accurate judgment about a given topic, you 
must first know the critical points of similarity and difference. Comparing and contrasting is a 
primary tool for many workplace assessments. You have likely compared and contrasted 
yourself to other colleagues. Employee advancements, pay raises, hiring, and firing are typically 
conducted using comparison and contrast. Comparison and contrast could be used to evaluate 
companies, departments, or individuals. In your personal life, it is useful in life when deciding 
which products and services to buy. 
 

Writing topic sentences for a comparison and contrast 
paragraphs 
A good topic sentence for a compare-and-contrast paragraph should clearly state the two things 
being compared, the specific point by which they are being compared, and the main idea. 
Fortunately, in compare-and-contrast style writing, the main idea is simple: In what ways are the 
two items similar or different in regards to a particular point of comparison? 
 
EXERCISE 6 
Carefully read the paragraph below and consider these questions:  What are the two topics being 
compared? What is the point of comparison? Are they the same or different? Then write a topic sentence.  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________. The US has one of the most technologically advanced economies in the world, 

while Vietnam is still struggling with stabilizing its economy. One of the key criteria in defining a 

country’s economic power is its gross domestic product (GDP), which is the value of finished goods and 

services produced within the nation. According to The World Factbook, a website published by the CIA, 

the US has GDP of $54,800 per person annually compared to a GDP of $6000 per person annually in 

Vietnam. Considering the difference in value of currencies, the Vietnamese dong is still at a very low 

level compared to the strength of the US dollar.  Moreover, the US has the second largest industrial output 

in the world, while Viet Nam is in thirteenth place. Despite the fact that the percentage of industrial 

production in Viet Nam has grown rapidly in recent years, the country still somewhat relies on 

agriculture, as much as 17.4 % GDP. These differing economic conditions explain why Vietnam is 

considered a developing country, whereas the United States is viewed as being developed. 
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Review of good concluding sentence techniques 
Remember, the last sentence in a paragraph is the concluding sentence, and its job is to help 
the reader feel that the writer has expressed a complete and finished idea. It closes the 
paragraph. There are many simple and creative ways to end a paragraph! 
 

The concluding sentence can…. 
● give advice or make a suggestion about the topic to the reader. 
● make a prediction or offer hope for the future. 
● give the writer’s feelings or opinion about the topic. 
● restate the main idea from the topic sentence. 
● summarize the main points from the supporting sentences.  

 
 
EXERCISE 7 
Look at the concluding sentence from the paragraph we read about London and Washington, D.C. in 
Exercise 5. What technique does this sentence use? Choose one from the box. 
 

Though the cost of these cities is high, the racial differences between the cities is what makes 
them feel different. 
 
Technique: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Using a concluding sentence to transition between 
two paragraphs 
As you learn more about essay writing and move beyond simply writing paragraphs and move 
into writing essays, the concluding sentence of a paragraph can also create a transition 
between two paragraphs.  
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EXERCISE 8 
A. Read the two paragraphs. The concluding sentence at the end of the first paragraph is missing. Which 
sentence makes the best transition between the two paragraphs? 
 

There are several similarities and differences between the U.S 
and Bosnia Herzegovina in regards to their government. Bosnia is a 
much younger country than the United States. In fact, Bosnia only 
gained its independence from Yugoslavia on March 1, 1992, while the 
United States gained its independence from Great Britain on July 4, 
1776. Although both countries gained their independence at different 
times, they are independent democratic nations. Both countries have 
voting to elect their president. According to the CIA World Factbook, the United States has five 
major political parties while Bosnia has seventeen. The major political parties that runs for 
presidency every election are the Democratic and Republican parties in the U.S, but in Bosnia, 
the major political parties that compete during election are the SDA, SDP, and HDZ. Even 
though each country has many different political parties, only a couple of parties actually 
compete each election as the others are not popular enough to be selected. Both countries have 
the same election process where the people of the nations vote and elect their new president. 
________________________________________________________________. 

 
A. The new president runs the nation’s government until the next election, when the 
people vote again. 

B. The new president runs the nation’s government, with or without the support of all of 
the country’s parties. 

C. The new president runs the nation's government, which tends to impact the economy 
positively or negatively.  

 
The economies for Bosnia and the United States have several similarities and differences 

when comparing the two. Bosnia is a developing country and the United States is a world power 
with a developed economy. Their budgets vary greatly. People in Bosnia rely mostly on 

agriculture while the United States produces agriculture amongst 
many other things. The CIA World Factbook website reports that both 
nations export wheat, corn, vegetables and livestock. Based on their 
size differences, their GDP purchasing powers vary drastically. Where 
Bosnia has approximately 39 billion and the U.S is roughly at 17 
trillion dollars…... 
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EXERCISE 9 
Write an outline for the paragraph that you wrote in Exercise 3. This time, choose just one point 
of comparison to focus on for your supporting sentences. You can edit or change anything you 
would like. Use the outline structure on page 4. Write a new topic sentence that focuses on the 
one point. For your concluding sentence, lead the reader to another point of comparison that 
could follow in another paragraph. 
 

Organization: Block or point-by-point? 
When organizing the supporting sentences of a compare-and-contrast paragraph, or organizing 
the body paragraphs of a compare-and-contrast essay, it is important to consider whether to 
use a block or point-by-point organization structure. You can group information by similarities 
and differences (each has its own paragraph); by subject (each subject has its own paragraph), 
or by the features (points) you are using to compare/contrast (each point has its own 
paragraph). The choice depends on the type of data you have and where you want your reader 
to focus their attention. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

EXERCISE 10 
Look at the two paragraphs from Exercise 8. Do they use point-by-point or a block organization?  

☐ Point-by-point        ☐ Block 
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PRACTICE PARAGRAPH 
Choose an infographic provided by your instructor. Use its information to write a compare-and-contrast 
paragraph. Begin with a clear topic sentence. Organize your supporting details in either chain or block 
method. End with a concluding sentence. Write at least six complete sentences.  

REMEMBER: You can use facts and figures from the infographic, but you cannot copy whole 
phrases or sentences from the infographic. That’s plagiarism. Instead, you must describe the 
information in the infographic using your own words. 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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VOCABULARY, GRAMMAR & MECHANICS 
 
Transition words for comparison and contrast  
Whichever way you decide to organize your sentences or paragraphs, you need to use many 
transitions to help readers move between topics and points smoothly.  
 

Conjunctive adverbs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This kind of sentence connector is most often used to show how ideas between two separate 
sentences or separate paragraphs are related to each other. They usually begin the sentence, 
and they are usually followed by a comma, so it’s a good idea to practice using them this way 
first. However, as you advance in your writing skills, you might notice that like all adverbs, these 
words can sometimes move into different places in a sentence or be used with more complex 
punctuation, such as semicolons. 
 

Showing difference However, 
In contrast, 
On the other hand, 

Showing similarity Likewise, 
Similarly, 

 
EXERCISE 11 
Decide whether the two sentences show similarities or differences. Which transition word could you use? 
 
1. Teachers in China do not expect students to ask questions or to make comments in class. 
American teachers think that asking questions and making comments shows good participation.  

__________________________________________________________________ 

2. Some people find it helpful to listen to music when they study.  Others prefer silence.  

_________________________________________________________________ 

3.  English is spoken in America. It is spoken in Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Subordinating conjunctions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Let’s review the idea that subordinating conjunctions make complex sentences. They are used 
to show how ideas in the two clauses in one sentence are related to each other. It is important 
to remember that in English, a subordinating conjunction cannot be used with a coordinating 
conjunction (FANBOYS) in the same sentence. 
 
One interesting thing about these sentence connectors is that they allow you to change the 
order of the clauses. Just remember that the subordinator stays with the dependent clause. 
When the dependent clause comes first, you need to use a comma between them. 
 
 
 
 

Showing 
difference 

Although 
Even though 
Though  
Whereas 
While 

Showing similarity As 
Just as 

 
EXERCISE 12 
Decide whether the two sentences show similarity or difference. Join the two sentences into one complex 
sentence using an appropriate subordinator. 
 
1. Some people find it helpful to listen to music when they study.  Others prefer silence.  

__________________________________________________________________ 

2. College students have to complete an average of three to five assignments per week.  High 
school students tend to have one to three assignments per week. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

3. English is spoken in America. It is spoken in Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. 
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__________________________________________________________________ 

Correlative conjunctions 
Compare-and-contrast writing also frequently uses a special kind of sentence connector called 
correlative conjunctions. These are conjunctions that show how your two topics are similar. 
 

Both...and 
 
Neither...nor 
 
Not only...but (also) 
*Negative inversion 
 

Both X and Y are / have (plural form)  
 
Neither X nor Y is / has (*singular form in the negative if X and Y are 
singular nouns, but use a plural form of the verb (have) if Y is plural). 
 
Not only does X + verb, but it (also) verb 
Not only is X + noun or adjective, but it (X) is also + noun or adjective. 
X verb not only, but X (also) verb 

 
  
EXERCISE 13 
Combine the two sentences into one using correlative conjunctions. 
 
1. The United States doesn’t have universal health care. Mexico doesn’t have universal health 
care. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. China is a socialist country. Canada is a socialist country. 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Canada is a socialist country. China is a communist country. 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Forming comparative and superlative adjectives 
Comparatives and superlatives are special forms of adjectives. They are used to compare two 
or more things. Generally, comparatives are formed using (adj)-er or more and superlatives are 
formed using the + (adj)-est or most.  
 

How these forms are created depends on how many syllables there are in the adjective. 
Syllables are like “sound beats.” For instance, sing contains one syllable, but singing contains 
two — sing and -ing.  
 

Adjective form Comparative Superlative 

Only one syllable, ending in e. 
Examples: wide, fine, cute 

Add -r: 
wider, finer, cuter 

Add -st: 
widest, finest, cutest 

Only one syllable, with one vowel 

and one consonant at the end. 

Examples: hot, big, fat 

Double the consonant, 
and add -er: 
hotter, bigger, fatter 

Double the 

consonant, and add 

-est: 
hottest, biggest, fattest 

Only one syllable, with more than 

one vowel or more than one 

consonant at the end. 

Examples: light, neat, fast 

Add -er: 
lighter, neater, faster 

Add -est: 
lightest, neatest, fastest 

Two syllables, ending in y. 
Examples: happy, silly, lonely 

Change y to i, then add 

-er: 
happier, sillier, lonelier 

Change y to i, then add 

-est: 
happiest, silliest, 

loneliest 

Two syllables or more, not ending in 

y. 
Examples: modern, interesting, 

beautiful 

Use MORE before the 

adjective: 

more modern, more 

interesting, more 

beautiful 

Use MOST before the 

adjective: 

most modern, most 

interesting, most 

beautiful 
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EXERCISE 14 
What is the adjective for these noun forms? Then fill in the comparative and superlative adjective forms 
for each word. 
 

noun adjective comparative form  superlative form 

success 
 

   

health 
 

   

wealth 
 

   

poverty 
 

   

importance 
 

   

fame 
 

   

youth 
 

   

 
 
EXERCISE 15 
Correct the mistakes with comparative and superlative forms in these sentences.  
 
1. Sometimes flying to a city is more cheaper than driving there. 

2. The easyest way to buy cheap airlines tickets is on the Internet. 

3. Renting a car is more expensive to taking the bus. 

4. If you travel in winter, you can get best price on airplane tickets. 

5. This year I am planning to go somewhere more far away than last year. 

6. I went to same city as you last year. 

7. The speed of taking an Amtrak train to Canada is similar with driving there. 

8. Spanish that is spoken in Mexico is much different than the Spanish spoken in Spain. 

9. The amount of rain in Portland is as much as Seattle. 
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10. One way to travel more cheaplier is to take the Bolt Bus. 

 
 
Finally, remember that there are two very important adjectives that have their own unique 
collocations, or word associations. They do not follow the regular comparative or superlative 
structures and don’t use the more/-er or most/-est.  
 
different from → slightly different from 

very different from 
completely different from 

 
the same as + similar to → similar to 

very similar to 
the same as 
exactly the same as 

 
EXERCISE 16 
Work with a partner. Think about your similarities and your differences. Use that information to write 
example sentences for each of these forms. 
 
1. (slightly different from) _____________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. (very different from) _______________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. (completely different from) __________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. (similar to) _______________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. (very similar to) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. (the same as) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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7. (exactly the same as) ______________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Using noun clauses to add detail 
A noun clause is a group of words (with a subject and verb but no complete idea) that acts like a 
noun in a sentence. That means it can function as the subject of the sentence, object of the 
verb, object of a preposition, or a complement. We often use noun clauses to provide more 
details, express an attitude or degree of certainty, or report someone else's words or opinions. 
 

A noun clause begins with a relative pronoun or adverb, much like adjective clauses. 
  
Here are some of the most common ones: who, whom, which, how, what, when, 
whether, where, why, if, that and whoever, whomever, whichever, however, whatever, 
whenever 

 
Subject of the sentence: Where I am going is none of your business. 
Object of the verb: I don’t know what I am going to do. 
Object of a preposition: The textbook showed a model of  

how computers work together. 
Complement: The true test of courage is how we act under pressure. 
 

The relative pronoun or adjective is usually followed by the subject and verb of the clause. 
However, sometimes the words who, what, and which are both the relative pronoun and the 
subject of the clause. 
 

She asked me who will be at the party. 
 
When a that clause is the subject of the sentence, the word that is necessary. In all other cases, 
the word that is optional when it begins a noun clause. Formal academic writing usually uses 
that whereas informal speaking often omits it. For example: 
 

We know (that) sleep is important to success in school. 
 
 
 
 
EXERCISE 17 
Here are 10 tips for sleeping well, but they need some editing. Each tip has one error in its dependent 
clause. Fix the 10 errors. (There might be more than one way to correct an error.) 
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1. It is necessary which you maintain a regular schedule to regulate your body's clock. 
It is necessary that you maintain a regular schedule to regulate your body’s clock. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. A relaxing bedtime ritual is how can separate your sleep time from work and other activities 
that might keep you awake. 
A relaxing bedtime ritual is how you can separate your sleep time from work and other activities 
that might keep you awake. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Avoid naps, especially if you find that can't you fall asleep at bedtime. 
Avoid naps, especially if you find that you can’t fall asleep at bedtime. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. Exercise is important according to your doctor says. 
Exercise is important according to what your doctor says. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. Experts also say your bedroom that should be used only for sleeping -- no work or study. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. It is important that you to avoid bright light at night. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. Whether or not are you hungry, it is best to avoid large meals near bedtime. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
8. Alcohol and cigarettes are also a person doesn't sleep well. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
9. If you can't sleep, go into another room and do something relaxing until you to feel tired. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
10. It's important if you learn what works best for you. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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UNIT 4 WRITING ASSIGNMENT - 
COMPARE/CONTRAST ESSAY 
Level 6 Academic Writing  
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Imagine that you are an expert in geography and you work for a non-governmental organization 
that studies how countries compare. You have been hired to write a report about how your 
country is different from or similar to the U.S. for international students and recent immigrants.  
 
Use the CIA World Fact Book (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook) to 
find data about how the U.S. and your country compare in the areas of economy, people and 
society, geography, politics, energy, transportation, and other important issues. 
 
You can choose to focus on just one area (for example, people and society) and write about 
three important differences or similarities in that area (one body paragraph for each). Another 
option is to focus on three major areas of difference and write about the major data points that 
make the countries different or similar (again, one body paragraph each). (TIP: Don’t choose 
too many things. TIP: A few topics with a lot of details is better that many topics with few details. 
 
GETTING STARTED 
 
❏ As you read about the two countries, collect information in a Venn Diagram (two 

overlapping circles).  
❏ When you think you have enough data, organize the relevant information in an outline. 

Use the method of organization (block or point-by-point) that fits your data best. Use the 
outline as a map for writing your full essay. 
 

AS YOU WRITE YOUR DRAFT 
 
❏ In your introduction, include an interesting hook, background information, and a clear 

thesis statement in your introduction that tells your readers exactly which topics and 
points you will be comparing or contrasting. IMPORTANT: Be sure to tell your readers 
where you got your information. Include something like this: According to the CIA 
World Fact Book, ... 

❏ Organize your essay with an introduction paragraph, block or point-by-point body 
paragraphs, and a conclusion paragraph. 

❏ Make sure each paragraph has a clear topic sentence that states the point(s) of 
comparison and whether the paragraph focuses on similarities or differences. 
Make sure each paragraph has a concluding sentence that leads the reader to the next 
topic. 
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Use comparative adjectives and transition words to show comparison and contrast 
throughout your paper. 

❏ In the conclusion, remind your readers of your thesis by summarizing the topics and 
points of comparison. Remind the reader why this information is important to them. 

❏ Use at least one noun clause in your writing. 
❏ Use appropriate verb tenses (past, present, future) and voice (active, passive). 
❏ Choose a point of view appropriate for your story (first person, second person, third 

person). 
❏ Use a variety of sentence types and vocabulary.  
❏ Add description with adverbs, adjectives, and adjective clauses. Be specific! Give 

details. Don’t be vague or superficial. 
 
SCHEDULE 
 
❏ Draft due __________________ 
❏ Revision due _____________________ 

 
FORMAT 
 
❏ Type your essay using Google Docs. Use a Times New Roman 12 point font. 
❏ Use a margin of one inch on all sides.  
❏ Add a header with your full name, class, assignment, and date. 
❏ Add a title, centered at the top of the page. 
❏ Indent each paragraph by using the TAB button (not the spacebar). 
❏ Double space the lines. 
❏ Use page numbers. (For this class, it doesn’t matter where on the page they are.) 
❏ Use your own words. Do not copy from another source. That is plagiarism and results in 

0 points for this assignment. If you use information from an outside source, paraphrase 
(use your own words) or quote (use exact words inside “quotation marks”). Either way, 
you must say where you found the information. 

❏ Proofread carefully for grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling. 
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